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Location:

Job ID: HRC0126699

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0126699
www.infineon.com/jobs

Staff Engineer Physical Design

Job description
 Job Descriptions:

Drive the RTL2GDS tools and methodology improvement on productivity
/efficiency/Quality

Participate in CoE activities

To deliver PnR IP for test chip or production

Manage task plan and KPI accordingly for entire project duration

RTL2GDS physical implementation for block or full chip level.

Working alongside with other team members to ensure on time delivery and 
high-quality deliverables

Proven responsibility for full design flow through to design closure and tape out

Floor planning and power mesh planning, clock tree synthesis, design 
optimization and timing closure.

Plan for design strategy and implement using TCL to meet power, performance, 
area target for IP/full chip

Develop and release script in PERL/TCL/skill code for layout productivity/quality 
improvement

Profile
 Job Specifications:

Bachelor or master's degree in Electronics Engineering or similardiscipline

At least 3 years of professional experience in RTL2GDS physical implementation 
and verification

Possess strong hands-on working knowledge of deep sub-micron ASIC 
implementation.

Wide experience with industry standard EDA tools for digital implementation and 
signoff (Synopsys DC/ICC/ICC2/PrimeTime, Cadence RC/Genus/Innovus/Tempus)

Experience with scripting and flow automation to improve flow QoR and reduce 
TAT.

Equipped with qualifications as listed below:

RTL Synthesis.

Logical equivalence.

Static timing analysis.

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Static timing analysis.

Low power design implementation.

Power analysis and IR drop signoff

Capable in driving ideas towards implementation for layout productivity, quality 
and methodology improvement

Ability to work as strong team player and participate in cross-functional activities

Good interpersonal, verbal and communication skill with good initiative at work

Understanding of customer specific requirements, ISO 9001, IATF 16949, ISO 
14001, OHSAS 18001, and local legal requirements.

Demonstrate technical skill understanding through the relevant basic core 
training.

Demonstrate competency with the attendance of the skill-based courses.

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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